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This book started with a simple meditation that I
jotted down one afternoon as I waited to present
some work to a client.

I was going to give some negative feedback about
their corporate identity and I was anxious for the
conversation to go well.  I didn’t want them to feel
attacked, or discouraged about what they had
been doing. But at the same time I wanted to help
them see how a whole new world of modern
typefaces, meaningful imagery, and coherent
branding could open up for them.  I wanted them
to see how fabulous they were and to choose a
visual branding system that would reflect who
they are.

So I scribbled that first meditation on a bit of
paper, took deep breaths and put it in my wallet.
The meeting went well - they asked us to do for
more work.

A few weeks later I was preparing for another
client meeting - a happy catch-up session with a
client who had become a friend. I wanted to pause
and create space in my head for this discussion. 
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That's when I remembered the bit of paper and
decided to make sure I captured it on my
computer before it got discarded amongst the
shopping lists, vets bills, and other
paraphernalia that populate my wallet. As I
started typing, I began to think of different
scenarios where a simple meditation or mantra
has helped shift my energy and improve the
quality of my interactions.

And so, Words for Work was born. 

Then I realised that other encounters are holy
encounters too - not just the ones at work. I
could just as easily apply these mediations
before conversations with my children or my
siblings as I could with my clients. 

I hope these words help you find your centre in
every encounter you have with those you serve.
My intention is for you to find ease and flow in
your work, to experience joy and fulfilment in
the doing, and to secure peace and prosperity
when it is done.
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The Practice
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I am not an expert meditator, if such a thing
even exists. Neither am I an expert writer or
even a teacher.   I only know what I have found
helpful in my life, and am happy to share it with
others in the hope that it might help them too. 

A few years ago I was broke, and heart-broken,
recovering from a bad break-up and a
simultaneous business breakdown. Then I
discovered yoga. And with it mindfulness and
meditation. The path before me opened up a
whole new world of discovery. 

I realised that I had been a meditator most of
my adult life; that many of the prayers and
supplications which had found space on the
pages of my journals over the years, were in fact
part of my practice to find inner peace, to
commune with my higher power and to express
gratitude for all of the many-splendoured
blessings of my life. 



During the first COVID-19 lockdown, I
introduced my household to the practice of
meditation with the help of Insight Timer, a
free mobile application. We would meet every
morning for a 5 minute guided meditation.
This practice didn’t last long, (my children are
teenagers and sleep is critical!) but the seeds
have been planted and I hope over the years
they will grow. 

I genuinely believe that time spent in quiet
reflection is one of the best investments you
can make into your life. Time spent meditating
is even more valuable and precious as it
connects you to what matters most. This book
will help you because it uses everyday
language and deals with ordinary everyday
feelings of hope, frustration, fear and
gratitude. 

It was rooted in managing work scenarios but
will be useful for addressing other life
situations too. 
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"...and establish the
work of our hands

upon us; yes,
establish the work

of our hands..."
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Psalm 90:17



Hope
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I see you.
I see what you bring to the world
I see what you add to our work
I see how your wisdom makes our clients
feel safe
How your smile points the way to relief.
I see how you carry us all - quietly, quickly
Over the rough patches where conflict
might rise. 
I see you stand with courage when it's
time to talk tough
I see you advocate for the weak
And speak up for the silent.
I see your signature all over our work
Signed with excellence and sealed with
passion.

Sawubona
I see you.

Sawubona

I see you



May this encounter be a holy encounter

May I bring my best self together with my

best intentions to this interaction.

May all thoughts of fear and inadequacy or

resistance be banished from this space

May clarity be our guiding light as we work

May compassion infuse the air as we speak

May courage fill our hearts as we make

decisions.

May I bring enlightenment, awareness and a

pathway to success for us all.

May only the brightest sweetest and most

harmonious energy fill this room as we

work, fill our country as we serve in it, and

fill our continent as we live through it.

Makube njalo.

Every encounter 

is a holy encounter



In my office

I will not be a broken chair, failing to

provide support to others.

I will not be a broken telephone, creating

confusion with my communication.

I will not be a broken person, hurting others

and harming myself.

I will not be broke, failing to contain my

expenses to match my income.

In my office, I will be a light that shines on

darkness

I will be a balm on wounds and pain

I will be a pathway to prosperity.

In my office

I will be soft words of acceptance and

encouragement

I will be refreshment in a thirsty land

I will be exactly who I was created to be.

I will be in my office



I whisper over my words today. 
I wish them well as they go. 
As they leave my mind and go through my
mouth, I wish my words the best.
My words will be strong to set boundaries
and provide safety.
My words will be wise to solve problems
and give counsel.
My words will be smart to liberate minds
and challenge fears.
My words will be brave to defend ideas and
explain innovations.
My words will be light to illuminate and
enlighten.
My words will be mild, to be measured and
create peace.
My words will be warm to bring confidence
and comfort.
My words will be tender for gentle healing
My words will be rich to give satisfaction.
My words will be mine to take responsibility.
I whisper over my words today. 
I give them the power of my desires and my
intention.

Whispering words



Why I came

I am here to heal and not to harm
I am here to build and not to break
I am here to soothe
I am here to smooth
I place my cool calm hand of compassion
over this situation.

(Repeat)
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Conflict



Sshhhh

I will sit with it a while

Before I answer, 

Before I decide

Before I respond

I will sit with it and think it through.

Firstly, I'll ask what it is really saying.  

Understand the words and then the

meanings. 

Breathe. 

Figure out the intentions.

Sit with it a while.

Then: Does this need acknowledgement or

response?  What is it asking me to do?

Breathe. 

Formulate an answer. 

Sit with it a while



Fear you are here

You are here to see me, but not here to stay

What are you here to say?

What do I need to know?

Fear you are here

You are requesting information, needing

answers

What are you here to teach me?

What have I failed to see?

Fear you are here

Your presence is a sign:

To slow me down for safety,

For one more chance to think it through.

Fear, I release you. 

I have the knowledge that I need now. 

I am good to go.

No Longer Fearful



There is no fight in me

Towards you

There is no fear in me

Of you.

There is only the desire to make it right

between us; to make it work.

There is true and certain knowledge that

we both bring something of value to the

table, that we are both valued, appreciated,

necessary. 

I come as I am 

To meet you as you are

Both of us imperfect. 

Both of us important.

I am not concerned with who is right

I am concerned with what is right

I am here to build and not to break

To heal and not to harm.

Raising and resolving issues



I don't know what to do, but my eyes are
fixed on you.  

When you made me, knitted me carefully in
my mother's womb; when you whispered
“You are ready.” 
And bade me come into this world. 
Through all of it you knew. 
You knew this moment would come. 
And you know what I must do. 

And so here I am, not knowing what to do,
but with eyes still fixed on you. 
When you brought me to this place, 
And placed me among these people,  
When you walked me through these doors, 
All along you knew. 
You knew we'd end up here 
And you know what I must do.

Tell me what to do.

Conflicted
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I work in my area of mastery
I create and preserve value

I come at it with compassion
I attract the best people
I have more than I need
I advocate for myself
I raise and resolve issues
I receive and appreciate wise counsel
I make the most of available resources
I play the hand I'm dealt as if it's the
handed I wanted.
I am never alone - I am always loved

Affirmations



Secret Keeper

Keeper of my secrets, hide me
Bury me deep in your bosom 
Like a new-born babe
Keeper of my secrets, shield me 
Make me safe 
from whispering gossips and slanderers
Keeper of my secrets, see me
Understand my openness and vulnerability 
Keeper of my secrets, hold me
Stabilise me 
In this raging sea of fears and feelings
Keeper of my secrets, stay with me
Don't discard this pact of intimacy 
we have made
Keeper of my secrets, accept me
Understand my need to not be judged
Keeper of my secrets hide me.



Come God of War

God of war, 

It's you who fights for me. 

In  all your glory, you fight for me. 

You unleash your army to raze to the

ground anything and anyone that stands in

the way of the life you have destined for me.

You fight my every battle, God of war:

commanding your soldiers to stand guard

in defence of the future you’ve shown me.

You go to war against detractors, whose

weapons formed against me cannot

prosper; whether these weapons are ideas,

words, actions or closed doors. 

You defend me against danger, sickness

and disaster, against any form of harm.

Come God war, fight for me. 



Come God of War, II

God of war, you bring all your might to this

situation - you reveal to me what needs to be

revealed, you show me clearly what needs to

be seen, you fill me with knowledge and

wisdom at very turn.

You fill me with your power and courage, 

You make me strong and you make me swift.

I have no other battle plan but you.

 And yes, I see how you have worked your

way to help me; how no need of mine goes

unfulfilled. I see your favour follow me. And

so I thank you. 

I thank you because the battle is not mine

tomorrow. 

I thank you because you fight for me.



This is my work

Sometimes my work is heavy

Sometimes my work is hard

Sometimes my work just feels like such 

a burden in my life

Sometimes my work is happy

Sometime it's full of wins

And then it feels like this is what

I was always born to do

Sometimes the times are good

Sometimes the times are hard

But what I know without a doubt

Is that I'm thankful for my work.
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Gratitude
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Today I am free

I am free from anger

Free from fear

I am free from resentment

Free from second guessing

Free from guilt

Free from pain

Free because I know

Something good will come of this

Everything is unfolding as it should

Everything is always working out for me

Everything happens at the right time. 

And so I am free. 

Free at last



Thank you for this brand new day
And for me being new in it.

Thank you for a brand new me. 
A brand new free.

A wide open space for possibility
Thank you that in this new day 

the seeds of 
every beautiful ending I long for 

are already sown. 
The ground is fertile, 

The stage is set. 
All I have to do is walk on, step onto the stage,

and simply be. 
All I have to do is be my best me in this day

Because my me is enough.

A new day



Thank you for the opportunity to serve 
- to use my gifts for making others better
Thank you for the opportunity to create 

- to bring the gift of something fresh 
and new in the world

Thank you for the opportunity to advise 
- to offer wisdom that helps others win
Thank you for the opportunity to plan 

- to turn strengths into strategies
Thank you for the opportunity to learn 

- an exchange of knowledge and skill
Thank you for the opportunity to speak 

- to praise and edify, to soothe and simplify
Thank you for the opportunity to clarify 

- bringing order into muddled minds
Thank you for the opportunity to question 

- to increase my information through curiosity
Thank you for the opportunity to write 

- to craft reality for others with my words
Thank you for the opportunity to heal 

- making overwhelm and weariness a memory
Thank you for the opportunity to shine 

- by bringing all my gifts into my world of work.

Thank you



 
Thank you for this day

A perfect day
A day packed full of blessings. 

If only I will see them.
A day in which allies surround me; 

If only I will recognise them
A day in which opportunities await me; 

If only I will seize them. 
Thank you for this day

A day in which I bring my gifts to serve
I bring my eyes to observe
I bring my soul to connect.

Thank you for this day; 
A perfect day in my perfect life.  

If only I will live it.

Perfect



I celebrate my colleague, 
I celebrate my friend
When you win I win, 
and all of us succeed

I celebrate my sister, and all that she’s achieved
Her focus and her willingness 

to learn and grow and soar
I celebrate my brother, 
he’s coming from afar

He got to where he got to 
and it's more than where he was.

I celebrate their efforts, 
I see that they have tried 

My honour is to know them, 
To celebrate them still

I celebrate my knowling them. 
I celebrate it all.

Celebration



An award-winning storyteller and
descendent of the royal Khumalo clan,
Thembe is the founder of Brandbuilder
Africa, a regional strategy firm helping
African entrepreneurial leaders grow their
businesses by building their brands. With
a broad range of leadership experience,
Thembe has developed a model for
helping leaders uncover their personal
power through personal brand coaching,
which includes reflective practices such as
meditation and journaling.  A prolific
writer and compelling speaker, Thembe
uses these gifts to help Africans see
themselves more clearly and elevate their
personal narratives. She holds an MBA
from Africa Leadership University, and was
featured in the 40 Great Zimbabweans
project in 2020.

You can find her on 
www.thembekhumalo.com or
@thembekhumalo on social media.

About Thembe
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To book Thembe for coaching, 
speaking, or writing assignments, 

email brandbuilder@zol.co.zw 
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